
Friends of Castle Meadows AGM Report 6.10.14 

In existence for 2 years, the Friends of Castle Meadows (FCM) held their AGM 

at the Kings Arms on 6th October 2014 with Helen Trevor Davies in the chair. 

Helen set the tone for an informal evening with a cordial greeting: “friends, 

meadow lovers, balsam bashers lend me your ears!” and then gave a full 

report on the friends’ activities since its formation.  Focus was given to the 

group’s initial task, namely in eradicating the invasive himalayan balsam from 

selected sites in the meadows.  This has been a formidable undertaking 

considering its profusion but one which has met with encouraging success with 

the result that parts of the meadows are now balsam free.  

Surveys undertaken also showed giant hogweed to be a threatening problem 

and control of this dangerous plant is now being managed with spraying by 

contractors from Monmouthshire County Council (MCC).  This is supplemented 

by Tom Ward Jackson of Keep Wales Tidy and John Faragher of the Friends.  

Other notable successes was the development of the strategic plan by Gareth 

Ellis of Green Valleys for the Willow Copse where regular working parties have 

helped clear balsam, nettle and bramble allowing the planting of native bulbs 

and plants. 

A memorable day in October 2013 saw the opening of the new bridge over the 

River Gavenny, an enterprise initiated by FCM and the project developed by 

Matthew Lewis and Mark Langley of MCC.  Over the past 2 years the Friends 

have also been actively engaged in other ways of promoting the meadows as 

one of the Town’s proud assets.  Walks and talks, arranged by Felicity 

Branigan, on various aspect of the biodiversity of the meadows were 

successfully organised as was the participation in the bioblitz weekend which 

involved various schools.  Broadening its horizons the group has also enjoyed 

working relationships and positive partnerships with other organizations:  the 

Community Orchard, Incredible Edibles, Keep Wales Tidy, Green Valleys, 

Gwent Wildlife trust and the Friends of Linda Vista Gardens.  The group’s role 

and commitment to the community has been acknowledged by the Town 

Council and especially by Councillor Doug Edwards.  The friends also played an 

important role in MCC being awarded the Green Flag and, in their report, the 

judges commended the friends for their conservation work. 



Of course, the impressive successes in such a short time involves much 

dedication and hard work and Helen, in summing up, acknowledged and 

praised the contribution of individuals in the group: Anthea, the vice chairman 

for her many initiatives and especially for her professional and successful 

application for grants; Benita Kelly for her secretarial support; Jay Shipley for 

her efficient accountancy as treasurer; Laurie Jones for his commitment and 

dedication and Andrew Cormack for setting up and managing the website 

which is continually updated.  Thanks were also due to the dedication and 

enthusiasm to the small but loyal band of volunteers who regularly turn out in 

all weathers.  Jay gave her treasurer’s report with the accounts published and 

audited, after which with the formalities over, all retired to the restaurant for 

an enjoyable meal and an inspiring illustrated talk by Veronika Brannovic of the 

Gwent Wildlife Trust. 


